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How far is too far ?
Student says church harassing her
by Suzan E. Curth
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A UCF student complains that she has been
harassed by a local church group.
Freshman Kymberly Broadhurst said that
when she got to UCF she wanted to be more
active with a church.
She was encouraged by the ·christian Student Association at UCF to get involved with
the nondenominational University Boulevard
Church of Christ.
Broadhurst had previously attended a
Church of Christ in Australia, where she had
been an exchange student. She said that in
order for her to be considered a member here,
she had to be baptized.
At that time, Broadhurst was unaware of
this church's practices and beliefs. She also did
not realize how much involvement was expected of her.
After she was baptized, she was assigned a

disciplining partner. The disciplining partner
was to act as an overseer of her activities. Her
purpose was to help Broadhurst get involved
and help her commit herself completely to
Christ. In order for her to accomplish this, the
two girls were told to get very close to one
another, Broadhurst said.
"We were strangers, and the church said that
she had to become my best friend," Broadhurst
said.
She added that her disciplining partner
would call several times a day, and would drop
by her room unannounced.
Whenever she refused an invitation, her
partner would insist for a reason. She said she
tried to explain to her that the constant activity
was taking time away from her studies and her
family. She was told that her commitment to
God was more important than anything.
The church, however, feels that this is not out
of hand. According to minister Eric Blakeslee,
SEE CHURCH PAGE 4

Not enough workers to fix bugs
by Jeannene Bumhom
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The university is well along
the way to correcting 439 fire
code violations cited by state
fire marshalls recently, but a
shortage of workers is slowing
efforts to fix the remaining
violations.
"It has taken $860,000 to
repair our problems," said
Hugh Ivie, director of Environmental Health & Safety. "Out
of those 439 violations 80 percent of them have been corrected. The state legislators
have been very cooperative in

helping us financially."
Ivie says, "We've got 42
more violations to correct. The
problem is not the funding, but
rather finding employment to
help correct these problems.
It's hard to hire employees
because of the pay they receive
and like most maintenance
jobs, the pay is not that great."
I vie says his employee turnover rate is high. "Right now
rm in need of three employees
and until I find good help the
violation problems will take a
while to correct."
One of the fire code violations UCF was cited for was
combustible ceiling tiles like
the ones that contributed to a

cafeteria fire at the Unversity
of Florida on Dec. 6. "We've got
similar problems here at
UCF," Ivie said. "Our kitchen
ceiling tiles are very old and
need to be replaced."
Mr. Ivie says he and the
administration are working
hard together to solve these
problems. " He is the first
Health and Safety director
hired by the university.
"Our main concern here at
UCF is the students and their
safety."
UCF was fourth in the
number of fire code violations
found at state universities.
Florida State was first with
2,080 violations.

Ngan 'Sonny' NMen/CENTRAL A.ORC>A FUT~

COME ON OUTI
Edsel Bester (#24) puts one up as the Knights win yet another
game. The Knight cagers have won four of their last six.

Cashier's office to take·over collection of book fines
by Keith Porter

Amnesty period extended to Jan. 31

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The library is extending amnesty on
overdue books until the first of next
month while the responsibility for collecting overdue book fines is transferred to the cashier's office.
"We are moving our fines and probably soon our lost and damaged book
bills to the cashier's office," said Janice
Bains, head of the circulation department.
"Every other department
handles its money through the
cashier's office, so we want to also."

Bains says that moving the billing
operation may help students pay their
bills easier.
"We hope it will help the kids because they can mail it in to the cashier,
drop it in the overnight box, or pay in
the cashier's.office," she said. "This will
give the students more options, so ifthe
library is closed, they can still pay."
"We will have the amnesty period
through Jan. 1 and after Jan. 31 all
bills will be paid at the cashier," said
Bains.

June Case, the cashier supervisor,
said, "We are supposed to have a meeting Jan. 27 to discuss procedures. I was
under the impression that the move
would make it easier. I also think the
increased workload will be minor."
Bains did give her assurance that no
student positions would be lost at the
library, but did relate that they hope to
take cash handling responsibility out
of the library.
"The cash part is a large operation in
the library, and by putting up informa-

tion on our LSI computers, we can see
what the cashiers say about a a particular fine or bill," said Bains.
"We still have to keep records and
generate the information to send the
bill. We won't only print the bill, stuff
it in an envelope, and collect the
·money."
Payment for book bills, special
borrower's cards, photocopy service,
interlibrary loan&, and on-line
searches will still be taken at the circulation desk. Signs will be posted soot)
in the library to remind you soon.
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UCF soccer player
Michelle Akers is named
collegiate women's
Player of the Year by
Soccer America, the
leading soccer magazine in the count .

• Is a degree really
worth the work?Our editorial examines an issue
that haunts virtually
every college student.
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looks at the world.
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would °like to congratulate following
Full~ Time students who made the
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• HOLLY ABELOVE
• KENNETH ACRE JR.
• JAMES ADAMS
• RICHARD ADKINS JR.
• DENNIS ALEXANDER
•NICHOLAS ANCELIN
• STEVEN ANDREWS
•KAREN ANGE
• FRANK ARRENDALL JR.
•PATRICIA AVERY
• CHARLES BADGER
• PAMELA BAKER
• LYNDA BARBER
• RITA BARKLEY
•JULIA BARNES
• FRANK BARNES Ill
•DEBORAH BARR
• KENNETH BARR
•PEGGY BASS
•STEPHEN BASS
• DENISE BAUSERMAN
• JENNIFER BECHARO
•SHIRLEY BEIL
• CAROLYN BELAK
• BRENDA BENNETT
• KAREN SILANO
• GRACE BINETIJ
• ROBERT BLAKE
•SCOTIBOE
• WILLIAM BOLT
·DAVID BORDUI JR.
•KAREN BORN
•CHRISTINE BORZUMATO
•ANN BOWMAN
•USA BOYD
• SHELLY BOYINGTON
• CHRISTOPHER BRADY
•STEPHANIE BRAU
•BRAD BRAVO
• WILLIAM BRITTAIN
• GEORGE BROOKS JR.
• BARBERA BRUCE
• MICHELLE BURDETI TAYLOR
•LINDA BURKE
• MARIE BURNETT
•KELLY BYTHEWAY
• CARMELA CAPONE
•CATHERINE CAPPABIANCO
• ALLEN CARLSON
• DANETTE CARR
• GABRIEL CASTANER
• SHARI CATES
• KARL CEPULL
•SUSAN CERA
•MARION CHAVARIE
• EDWARD CHERRY
•TODD CLINE
• CHARLES COLE
•DAVID COLLIER
• MARY COLLINGTON
•LYDIA COOK
•PAMELA COX
• STEPHEN COX
• CHRISTOPHER CROFT
• MARY CRONIN
• JENNIFER CRUSE
• THOMAS DANIS!
•KIMBERLY DAVIS
• ANGELA DEBRUYNE
• BONNIE DECICCO
• LISA DEGENNARO
•JOSEPH DIFONZO
•JILL DIGRAVINA
• DANIEL DOOLEY
• SUSAN DOUTHETTE
• MAUREEN DOWNEY
• JANET DUFFEY
• DENNIS DUFFY
• HEIDI DUNHAM
• CASSANDRA DUNN
• RICHARQ _DUNN-ROBJ::RTS

•CINDY DYMOND
• SUSAN EAGLE
• CHRISS EARNEST
• JULIE EDISON
• MARIE-CLAUDE ELIE
•KELLY ELWOOD
•MONIKA EMERSON
• ANGELA ENGEL
• MICHELLE ENGEL
•AMY ERDMAN
• LISA ESPOSITO
• SUSAN EYMAN
• THOMAS FALEN
• ANDREW FEENEY
•AMY FISHER
• CAROL FISHER
• WILLIAM FLOYD
• JONA THAN FOSTER
·ROSEANNE FOSTER
• PHILLIP FOSTER JR.
• JODI FREEMAN
·MARY LOUISE FREIS
• DONNA FRENDH
• SCOTT FRENCH
• MARY FROCCE
• ANN MICHELLE GARRISON
•DAVID GAULT
•JIM GAYLORD
• MARY GEORGEFF
• GEOFFREY GIORDANO
• DEBRA GLENFIELD
• MONICA GORDON
• JERALD GREEN
• LISA GREENSTEIN
•KRISTIN GROTHE
• KARIN GUTIORMSEN
• KURT GWYNNE
• ERIC HAGGQUIST
• SHARON HAMMONS
• PAMELA HAMPTON
• THOMAS HANCOCK
• MICHAEL HANNERS
• HEATHER HARDIN
• ANN HARDMAN
• ANTHONY HARRIS
• LAUREL HEAD
•ANDREA HEATH
• CAROL HEISEL
•TIMOTHY HENDE.RSON
• BARBERA HENSHELL
• LORI HERNANDEZ
• DINAH HERRING
• DENISE HERRON
• JENNIFER HICKEY
•KRISS HIPP
• MELANIE HOLLAND
• LINDA HOLMES
• CYNTHIA HOLTON
• PAMELA HOPKINS
·WILLIAM HORAN
•GREG HOVEY
•HOLLY HULTBERG
• MARY HUNGERFORD
• LAURA HUNTINGTON
• CURTIS IHLEFELD
• JULIE INNISS
• ROBERT IOCCO
• LISA ISSACS
• ALISON ISSEN
• CONNIE JENNINGS
•BRIAN JOHNSON
• LORI JOHNSON
•SHARON JOHNSON
• TAMARA JOHNSON
•JOYCEJONES
•MARY JONES
• DORTHY KELLER
• THOMAS KELLY
•KYLE KENT
•THOMAS KESLER
•JODI KIEL
~
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•ALAN KNAPP
•TY KNIGHT
• EUGENIA KOLASINSKI
•LESLIE KRAYNIK
·DAVID KROLL
• MONICA KUMAR
• DEBRA LAGLE
• CRAIG LAIRD
• MARY LAPLANT
•CHRISTINE LARSON
• MATI LAVOIE
• LINDA LEBOVITZ
·STEPHEN LEDFORD
• MARY KAY LESTER
·LISA LEWIS
·SHARON LINDLEY
• LEWIS LINEBERGER
• GAIL LIPPINCOTT
·LISA LOHMANN
• ANTONIO LOPEZ
• KENNETH LORISZ
• TRACEY LUSTER
•EVA LYON
• CUONG MA
• STEVEN MADDEN
• DONNA MAHANEY
• RENEE MAINES
• ELIZABETH MALONE
• LINDA MANNING
• SHARON MANSEN
• CATHRYNE MARCINIAK
·MARY-ELLEN MARTIN
•ELAINE MATTHEWS
• STEVEN McDANIEL
• MONA MclNTOSH
·KAY Mel.AMS
•MARY McLIN
·TIMOTHY McNAIR
• MARTHA MEDINA
• STEPHEN MEEHAN
•JOHANNES MEIJER
•BARBERA MELENDEZ
• LANNA MERCER
·THOMAS MILLS
• KAREN MILNOR
• JOHN MINBIOLE
• MARY MINNER
• JULIETTE MIXSON
• USA MONTIERO
• JEANNE MOORE
• DEBORAH MOSLEY
• MICHAEL MURPHY
• RENEE MEYERS
•JACQUELINE NANTAIS
• DEBORAH NESIUS
•LONG NGUYEN
• TRANG NGUYEN
• ROBERT NI CH OLSON
• CAROLYN NOBLES
• FRANKLIN NORMAN
•JOSEF NORSWORTHY
•DONNA OBRIEN
• BRENDA ORTIZ
• ELIZABETH OSTERHOLZ
• DONALD OWENS
•DENNIS PALAGANAS
•IAIN PENNY
• MARY PHILLIPS
• WADE PICKEREN
• RONALD PIGORA
•IRENE PITTNER
• KIMBERLY POPPELL
• VANCE PORTER
•VANN PRIME
•MARY PUJOL
• JANICE RAMSAY
• TERESA REESE
.• LA ZETTE REICH
• CHRISTOPHER RICHCREEK
• MARY RI C~E LMAN
• FREDERICK RIEHL
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• TERESA RIGG
• LISA RITCHEY
• SANDRA ROACH
• ELIZABETH ROBERTS
• JUDY ROBERTSON
• DANIEL ROBIE
·PAULA RODRIGUEZ
• ROBERT ROSS
• MICHAEL ROUSE
• KIMBERLEY RUTKOWSKI
• WILLIAM SALINGER
• MARY SAMPSON
• MICHAEL SANTARCANGELO
·LAURA SAPP
SAUNDERS
• SUSAN SCHEID
·REGINA SCHLOMER
• BRUCE SCHULTZ
• BRENDA SCORDINO
• MARY SEBERRY
• SUZANNE SELF
• DEBORAH SHEARER
• LLOYD SHERMAN
• ASUNCION SIMMONDS
• FRANCES SKINNER
·ETTA SMITH
• Kl MBERLEY SMITH
·LYNN SMITH
• DEBORAH SMITHYMAN
•ROBERT SNUTIJER
•DIANE SOLOVEN
• DEAN SOMERS
• THERESA SPEAKE
• SCOTT SPENSER
• EUGENIA STEFAN
• SKIP STEGMANN
·NATHAN STEURY
•PATRICK .STEWART
• JENNIFER STOKER
• CYNTHIA TALBERT
·VALERIE TAYLOR
•ROBIN TERWILLESER
·DEANNA THOMAS
• SHARON TOLBERT
• MARY TOUCHSTONE
·CHRISTINE TOUTIKAN
•PAUL TRIPP
• KENNETH TUMIN
• MARCOS TZANNES
• SUZANNE VALENCIA
• JAMES VAN PUTTEN 111
• DAVID VANDERBILT
•BENITA VANWINKLE
• GEORGE VOGEL
• TERRI VROMAN
• WENDY WAGONER
• JEFFREY WALLACE
·CRAIG WARDELL
• BARBERA WARMAN
• CHRISTINE WARNER
• KELLY WEBSTER
•PAUL WEGMAN
• STUART WEISE
• CYNTHIA WEISS
•BEVERLEY WEST
• PAUL WHEELER
• DAVID WHITE I
•JOHN WHITE
• CYNTHIA WHITSON
• ROBERT WICKHAM
•KELLY WIGGINS
• DAREN WILCOX
• MARYE WILKINSON
•LORI WILLEMSEN
• CYNTHIA WOOD
• EDWARD WOOD
• STEPHANIE YELANOSKY
•JILL YOPP
•KIMBERLEY YOUNG
•LISA YOUNG
• THERESA ZAGGER
• CARLA ZIMMERMAN
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STUDENTS

Student ~overnment is funded through the Activities
& Service~ Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida.
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UCF only has a few groups
on campus that are given
privileges with registration,
add/drop, etc.
One such group includes
those students who enter UCF
as honor students and on academic scholarships.
Dr. Lawrence Tanzi, associate dean of Undergraduate
Studies, said, "Students on
academic scholarships are
given preferred registration
and are able to enter the honors dorm."
Tanzi also said that "preferred registration is open only
to athletes, minorities, and
honor students and takes
place before regular registration."
Graduate students belong
tional objectives, overcoming learning difficul- to one special group that does
ties, solving problems of personal-social adjust- not receive registration priviments, and dealing with marital or other rela- leges. UCF is best known for
tionship problems."
its graduate work in computer
• The Housing and Residence Life Office in science, but does have it in
SC 137 helps students find places to live on and
off campus. This department also runs social, other colleges, such as psycholMost of these
cultural, athletic and educational programs for ogy, as well.
students
are
working
in their
on campus residents.
field
at
their
time
of
their
• The role of International Student Services
"is to assist students from other lands to adjust graduate work.
to the different lifestyle and study habits" at
For some graduate stuUCF.
dents, this could make it diffi• Recreational Services offers intramural cult around registration and
sport leagues as well as use of facilities such as add/drop time.
racquet courts and a swimming pool.
John Cominio, a graduate
SEE AFFAIRS PAGE 6 student in the computer sci-

Office offers many programs
by Steve Paradis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If you are in trouble with the law, need a
place to live or require medical attention and
you are a UCF student, the Office of Student
Affairs can help.
Student Affairs offers something for everyone:
• The Career Resource Center in ADM 124
"develops and administers the co-op programs,
provides counseling for students to clarify career objectives, and assists students to apply for
employment upon graduation."
• The Counseling and Testing Center in RS
203 "offers a professional staff of counselors to
aid students in selecting vocational-educa-

Cominio reported, "When I
did arrive at add/drop after
work, I thought that since
there aren't that many graduate students, and that it was
passed the regular graduate
student add/drop time, I would
be able to walk right in."
Furthermore, Cominio said,
"To my dismay, I was told to go
to the back of the line."
Cominio wondered why
graduate students didn't also
have some special privileges in
certain cases.
Roger Handberg, Associate
Dean of Graduate StuQies
commented that "graduate
students do not have any privileges other than their times of
registration being set-up first
in line of seniors, juniors, etc."
Hand.berg went on to say
that "no problem is seen because most graduate students
have their courses planned
out, with hardly any electives
available, so no conflict or need
to add/drop would seem possible."

Nicaragua moves to Asia, college students say
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

American students don't know very much geography, studies r eleased during recent weeks show.
Separate surveys of students' geography knowledge at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh and
California State and Mankato State universities
found some collegians were unable to find the Soviet
Union on a map, thought Nicaragua was an Asian
island or didn't know who the United States' leading
trade partner was.
Students who t ook a 21-question, multiple-choice
geography quiz at Cal State Fullerton, for example,
averaged just 12 correct answers. Only 14 percent
could locate the eastern Caribbean Sea where Columbus first arrived in the Western Hemisphere; only

•

AID WORKSHOPS
You can get some help filling out forms to apply for financial aid at UCF.
Financial Aid counselors
and peer advisors will be available to answer your questions
and offer you personal assistance so you can avoid mistakes or oversights which
could cause needless delays in
processing.
Bring your W-2 forms, tax .
r eturns, statements of VA or
Social Security benefits, etc.
and those of your parents, if
applicable on one of these
dates:Jan.27;Feb.1,3,8,10,
15, 17, 22 or 29; or March 2, 7,
9, 14, 16.
Remember that you must
reapply every school year and
that the deadline to be considered for all of the financial aid

•

one-fourth of those tested could locate and identify
Canada as the United States' leading trade partner
or the Soviet Union as the world's third most populous nation.
"More people knew where Burt Reynolds went to
school than what the third most populous country in
the world was," lamented Fullerton geography Prof.
William Puzo.
At the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, only 22
percent of students recently surveyed could find the
Soviet Union on a world map. In Dallas, another
survey revealed that one quarter of the high school
seniors tested knew that Mexico is the United States'
southern neighbor. And in Minneapolis and St. Paul,
63 percent of the high school seniors surveyed could
not name the 7 continents.
"Students typically don't know locations commonly in the news today such as Nicaragua or the

programs at UCF is March 15,
1988.
• LIBRARY FINES
On Feb. 1, responsibility for
billing and collecting library
fines will be shifted from the
library to the Cashier's Office.
As part of the tr an sfer, the
December amnesty period for
returning late books has been
extended to Jan. 31. University officials say this is a onetime only amnesty period.
Questions about fine bills
should be directed to the Student Accounts Office, (AD 112,
275-2433), Monday through
Friday.
Fine bills may be paid in
person at the Cashier's Office,
by use of the deposit box located by the doors on the reflecting pool side of the Ad-

ministration Building, or may
be mailed to the address
s1iown on the bill.
• SAFE RIDE HOME
Safe Ride Home cards are
still on sale at the Kiosk for $5.
Several students used their
cards over the Chnstmas holidays when a safe ride home
was needed ... free of charge.
Remember, your problem need
not be alcohol related. Any
time you need a safe ride, we'll
be there.
• SCHOLARSHIP I
The Master's fellowship
loan program for teachers
scholarship of $6000 plus tuition and fees is available to
students entering a state approved masters program for

Persian Gulf," said Dr. Mary Dooley of Mankato
State's geography department.
"The tests are depressingly accurate," said Patt
Morrison, a University of Southern California journalism teacher and Los Angeles Times reporter.
"When students place the Bering Straits off the
coast of Maine and think Nicaragua is an island off
the coast of India, something is definitely wrong."
The problem, educators say, is that geography
teachers are often poorly trained, and high schools
don't offer geography courses that inter act with r elated fields.
"Most of my students took their last geography
class in seventh or eighth grade," said Mankato State
geography Prof. Larry Anderson.
"Often geography is taught by history or social
studies majors who may not have had enough tr aining in geography," he added.

teachers. For more information call Will Shaffner, 2752827.

contact Will Shaffner at 2752827.

• COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
The UCF College Republi• SCHOLARSHIP II
The Brecht scholarship of cans have a meeting in SC 211
about $800 is available to stu- at 5 p.m. Jan. 28. If you would
dents with a home residence in like to assist campaign efforts
Brevard County who have a for the fall or feel politically
2.0 gpa and can demonstrate motivated, you are welcome to
financial need. For more infor- attend.
mation call Will Shaffner, 2752827.
• NEWSCLIPS
If your or ganization has an
announcement it would like to
• SCHOLA~SHIP Ill
If you are an education see published in N ewscli ps,
major ranked in the top 10 just send us information
percent of your high school (typed, please) and label it in
graduating class with a mini- large, bold lettering, "NEW·
mum gpa of 3.0, you may be SCLIPS."
Send your contributions to
eligible for the Paul Douglas
Teachers Scholarship of News Editor, The Central
FloridaFuture, UCF,P.O. Box
$5,000 per academic year.
For further information 25000, Orlando, FL, 32816.

•
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focus is on a relationship with God. We tionships."
believe that to have ~relationship with ·
Broadhurst also said that several
FROM PAGE 1
God, you have to obey."
members tried to discour~ge her from
Blakeslee explained: "We do dis- going home to see her family.
"A relationship is something that must courage Christians from dating non"They were never rude to me, but
grow and mature or problems will Christians. I think there are very obvi- they were very firm. They told me that
arise. This is the same for a relation- ous reasons for that. It's Biblical. A I had a commitment to the church and
ship with God."
they needed me," she said.
He added: "As far as a commitment
Blakeslee disputes that claim.
goes, we just teach what the scriptures
"I have never discouraged anyone
anyone who did not from going home to visit their family,"
teach. Your relationship with God has ''
to be number one."
attend their church was Blakeslee said. "In fact, I encourage
Blakeslee commented on the role of
that kind of thing because many of the
a disciplining partner, "Jesus gives the not considered a chris- families are not Christians, and this
great commission to make disciples of tian."
could have a great impact on them."
Broadhurst said that she also had
all nations. That's what we strive to do.
-Kymberly Broadhurst
The goal of every Christian is to be like
problems
with the church's methods of
UCF Student
Jesus. The whole purpose of this relarecruiting new members. She said that
tionship is to help the person be like
she was required to walk around the
Jesus and to encourage and support
campus and invite people to the Bible
the person."
Christian can't marry a non-Christian, study sessions.
If they got a student's phone numBroadhurst said she was told that because the lifestyles are inconsistent.
she would not be allowed to date any- This causes a Christian to compro- ber, she said they was asked to keep
one who wasn't a Christian. She was mise."
calling that person and try to get them
He added, "The campus group is to come out to the church activities.
also told that, "anyone who did not
attend their church, was. not consid- very close. The relationships are very
"I think that was an invasion of
ered a Christian."
tight and the people are concerned and people's privacy. The people we apDeborah Read, women's counselor caring. We do encourage Christians to proached were polite, but were made
at the Church of Christ, said, "Every- get together with other Christians to uncomfortable by their (the church's)
thing we do relates to the Bible. Our spend time together and develop rela- persistence. n

·1. CRACK

8. MARIJUANA

2.SEX

9. COMMUNISM

3.SMOKING

10. TOLLBOOTHS

4. MICKEY MOUSE

11. LOTTERY

5. DRINKJNG AND DRIVING

12. REGISTRATION

6. HOMEWORK

13. CAFETERIA FOOD

7. DIPPING

14. EXAMS

THE FITNESS

r ·--------.
Complimentary •
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
II

2 Weeks
For You & A Friend

Panaina Jack
SUN TAN PRODUCTS

The church members were also very
pushy for contributions, she said.
College students were given a sermon which explained how people were
selling their homes and other valuables to help missionaries in India.
They were told that they were expected
to donate a minimum of $100, she said.
Read explained, "We really go over
the costs of being a disciple. If you're
going to follow him, you have to give up
everything."
Broadhurst said she decided that
she was not ready to live by the Church
of Christ's practices, and stopped participating.
Later on, she was confronted by
several active members who tried to
persuade her to reconsider.
Blakeslee said: "With Kymberly, I
had no idea why she left. She left
abruptly. I'm really unaware of what
was going on in her mind or what she
was thinking."
On several occasions, Broadhurst
claims she was followed around campus.
Members were insistent that she

•

•
•

SEE CHURCH PAGE 7

Work poolside at some of Central Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and representing Panama Jack tanning products. We're looking for
energetic & outgoing people that enjoy working in the
sun! For further info, call days: 345-8944; ·evenings
849-7871. Leave name & phone number.
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ewe THAT MAKES THE OTHERS OBSOLETE!

AYEAR!.

·ONLY$
Paid-In-Full -

Limited Membership -

18 Yrs or Older

Only IH.E. Has The Membership That Includes:
(Guest Name)

• POWERCISE (The World's First
Talking Exercise Equipment

(Validated by)

•

plus
(Data)

• Multi-Level Aerobics Classes

(Exp. Data)
Pm mllSI be wltll you each Ume you villt
Paa can only be uied It Ille club
wllenl valldllld
Pm must be used wtlllln 30 dlVI
(No Cllll Valut)

• Racquetball

•
• Planned Individualized Program
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The 1988 .
MissUCF
/Scholarship Pageant
A Miss America Preliminary

r

ANGELA
. KENDALL

SUZANNE LOFLIN

\

I'

.

CYNTHIA MOORE

~1

-

Traci Wixson
Miss UCF 1987

JILL SCHUMACHER

t

Friday
January 29, 1988

'

'

7:00 p.Di.

.

TRACI BOOKER ·

Student Center AuditOrium
Free Student Tickets and $5.00 General Adinission Tickets·
Available at ki9sk-~ while they last*
*Limited Seating

Pageant will be televised live and shown in the SAC (Wild Pizza)-Free to Students

.

.,

.
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AFFAIRS
FROM PAGE 3

• ·Student Affairs also runs
the Student Center which offers food service, an auditorium, conference rooms, a
game room and lounge areas.
Orientation for new students
is also offered from here.
• Student Government is
operated through the Student
Affairs office. SG represents
student opinion with the administration among various
responsibilities.
• Student Legal Services
offers advice and consultation

to students with legal problems. The office also represents students in some areas of
law.
• For students needing
medical attention, the Student
Health Center can give assistance. They also run the Campus Wellness Center which
can enhance a student's
health.
• The Office of Veterans'
Affairs helps students use veteran educational benefits.
• Student Affairs also has
an office for evening, weekend
and area campus students.
Call Student Affairs at 2752821 for more information on
any of these programs.

Introducing

u.

l. VACATION

8. TOLL-FREE CALLS

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

2. SAFE SEX

9. FLORIDA SUN

premieres nationwide the
week of February 8th
U. is written by students for stu-

3. SUGAR-FREE GUM

l 0. CAPITALISM

4. ROCK N ROLL

11. JAi ALAI

5. CANDLE-UT DINNERS

12. $75,000 A YEAR

6. GREEN M&M's

13. CALVIN AND HOBBS

7. Q96 FM

14. 4.0 GPA

dents, and will feature important
articles, photographs and cartoons selected from university
newspapers from across the
country. ·

The Central Florida
Future
is one of the founding newspapers
which has made the introduction of
this exciting news publication possible.

FREE-MOVIE TICKETS!
Paramount Pictures and The Central Florida Future want to send
you to the movies. To get your pass for two to "She's Having a
Baby," just stop by our editorial office (next to the Health Center)
and say "please!" The movie will be shown tonight, Tuesday, at 8:00
at the University 8, so hurry to get your tickets!
.,___ _J_ Q_Jj_N

HUGHES

KEVIN BACON

FL

M

EUZABEIB McGOVERN

·sHE'S HAVING A BABY
d

c;;.

•

t

ex::>

A New Comedy About The Labor Of Life.

J 0 H N

HUGHES

F I L M

Stop by the Central Florida Fu- ·
ture offices today to pick up
yours. Tic~ets are available for
a limited time only; will be
given on a first ~ome first serve
basis . .
The Free preview screening is
Tuesday, Janua.ry 26, 8:oo·pm
University Theatre 4080 Goldenrod Rd., OrlOndo

i

•
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CHURCH
FROM PAGE4

talk to them. One girl decided
to wait for her in her dorm
living room until she came
back, she said.
Broadhurst said that she
was told of the girl's presence
ahead of time. She did not return to her room for hours.
Broadhurst f~lt this act and
the ones mentioned above
were harassment.
"As far as harassment and
all that, I really can't answer
that because I'm unaware of
people harassing her," said
Blakeslee. "The idea of harassing
and
following
sounds ... we don't teach that,

and it doesn't sound right."
When Broadhurst decided
to change rooms at the end of
the semester, she decided that
she did not want any member
of the Univeraity Boulevard
Church of Chnst to know her
phone number or new address.
Broadhurst said that while
she was signing the room
change sheet, a Housing Office
employee who attends the
Church of Christ came over to
talk to her and looked over her
shoulder.
It wasn't long before people
from the church were calling
her again, she said.
Sonia Uribe, the student in
question, did not deny the accusation.
She said she knew it was

· ~HERWOOD

"We believe that to
have a relationship
with God, you have
to obey."
-Deborah Read
Church of Christ
wrong, but once she saw the
address she realized she also
knew her new roommate.
Uribe exclaimed, "I really
think that we need to ... this is ·
hard. We're not against her
and I really think she needs to
talk to us. I think it is a bad
misunderstanding and a communication gap."
When asked how he per-

ceived
this
situation,
Blakeslee replied, "I can't
comment on this, because I
don't know anything about it. I
will say this, when Kyµiberly
left, I know Deborah tried to
find out why. I don't think
anything was resolved and
those two still need to resolve
it."
Broadhurst added, "I really
don't have anything personal
against the people involved,
but I think their high-pressured approach is wrong. I
think by doing this they are
discouraging people from becoming Christians."
Another freshman, who
wished to remain anonymous,
shared similar viewpoints. "I
don't think they're doing any-

thing agaiqst the Bible. I just
think the way they're going
about recruiting people may
in some ways discourage potential members."
She added, "The spirit leads
people to God, and the church
should be a helping hand. I feel
they should trust their potential members more. Constant
pressure is really not necessary, because in the end the
individual has to make his own
decision regarding his religious beliefs."
"We don't just dream up our
practices. It is all related to the
Bible," Read added. "We're
really trying to be like first..
century Christians. We're following God."

Need Money for College ?
CAPITAL

A Career in the Stockmarket. Learn how you Suite 350, 9250 Baymeadows Rd.
can enter the exciting and I ucrative world of the
professional stockbroker. Due to expansion, Jacksonville, FL 32216
we are seeking creative, intelligent individuals
or call Mr. PAUL KOTOS,
with an interest in the financial services indusBranch Manager
try. If you have sales ability, and are seeking an
environment that will allow you to grow, send telephone# 1-800-331-8217 or
your resume to:
1-904-739-3434

Member NASD and SIPC

National Student Data Service is now offering a
Introductory program to UCF students.
Now for a limited time students can
get a student data search for just $29 .00.
This price ls ten dollars off the regular retail price.

Write: National Student Data Service
1638 W. Holden Ave. 191A
Orlando. Fl. 32809

For information package
or call (305) 857-4631
and leave name and address.

I Mail this ad with aplicationl

TUESDAY FEBRUARY

2No ...

BUSINESS JOB FAIR
SPONSORED BY THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER

A chanc~ for UCF students and employers
to get together to discuss career and
employment opportunities
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS
• FBI .
• Orlando Regional Medical Center
• Orlando Sentinel
• Mutual of Omaha Companies
•Cuthill & Eddy, CPA
• Harcourt, Brace Jovanovitch, Inc.
•Bell South Mobility
•Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
• Koivu, Ruta & Co.
•Lovelace, Roby & Co.
•Arthur Young & Co.
• Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
• General Electric Co.
• Ernst & Whinney
• Sherwood Capital, Inc.
• Citizens & Southern Bank Corp.
• Harris Corporation
• United Telephone of Florida
•Blinder, Robinson & Co., Inc.
• Davgar Restaurants, Inc.
•Florida Choice Food & Drugs • Haberty Furniture Co., Inc.
• Crum & Foster Commercial Insurance Co.

LOCATION: HOLIDAY INN .UCF AREA 12125 HIGH TECH AVE.
TIME: ONE PM TO SIX PM
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT JIM GRACEY IN THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361

Degree someti~es
just B.S., but it's b.etter
than ·alter-native
It is about this time in the spring semester that
many students at UCF find themselves bogged down
with "impossible classes" and "nngodly" amounts of
homework. Man_y students entertain thoughts of
quitting and gQing out into the real wQrld instead.
Yet take heart, UCF student. AccordingtO a recent
study by a commission ofbusiness leaders and educators released last week, it is to your advantage to keep
striving to master the impossible. The alternatives
are grim for today's youth.
The committee studied about half the nation's 16.to 24-year-olds who were not going to college. They
found that stable, good-paying jobs that did not
require advanced trainillg had declined considerably. For example, 1. 7 million manufacturing jobs
disappeared between 1979and1985, and this forced
the young people without a college degree to
"scramble for nnsteady, part-time, low-paying jobs."
The commission noted that "the plight of the 'forgotten half has become alarming. This nation may
face a future divided not along lines of race or geography, but rather of education." And the facts are
amazing. In 1986, male high school graduates in the
age group between 20 and 24 who did not go to college
were earning an average of 28 percent less in constant dollars than a comparable group in 1973. And
for blacks, the number was 44 percent less.
The commission suggested that state and local
agencies to help the transition period between high
school and work. The suggestions included internships, apprenticeships, pre-employment training
and other programs to aid non-college adults moving
into the real world.
Yet the basic point remains that the college degree
is the ticket to the future. Many have heard the story
about how important it is "to get that piece of paper,
no matter what major it is in." That may seem
strange, but in today's world a college degree opens
many more doors that might otherwise remain
closed.
The system itself is not fair, for it excludes many
smart individuals who could not afford college and
then suffer for it the rest of their lives. They become
caught in an endless cycle of poverty, because they
have to accept lower-paying jobs and miss out on
many advancement opportunities all because they
couldn't afford college to begin with. Nationwide,
student financial aid is being cut back as well, eliminating another path to a college degree.
Yet the system exists, and it is solidly entrenched
in the business world. For those able to make it to
college, they should consider themselves lucky, and
scratch and claw their way though, sticking it out
until they get their degree. Granted, sometimes the
going is very rough, and it does seem like an impossible task, but it is the base for future earnings and
advancements.
It is the head start on life so desperately needed in
today's America.
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I think I'll blame it on the moon
There's been a lot of weird things going on in the
wor Id lately, and it makes me wonder ifthere is a perpetual full moon or something. People are acting
mighty strange across this fair land of ours.
Take, for example, in Charles Town, W. Virginia,
where a customer waited outside a convenience store
to pick up a can of STP Oil Treatment. He was
waiting, mind you, at 4 a.m. on a Sunday. The store
didn't open until 5 a.m., and the clerk inside refused
to open shop any earlier. So the male customer pulled
out a pistol, fired through the glass door, kicked out
the shattered pane, and entered the store. He picked
up his STP Oil Treatment and gave the clerk $20,
telling her to keep the change as long as she agreed
not to call authorities. She, however, gave him his
change and then called the police.
If that wasn't enough, in Anchorage, Alaska,
Shayne Calkins asked a neighbor to look after his pet
and her kittens while he tried to find them new
homes. A few days later, when Calkins, allergic to
animals, went to check on the cats, he found that his
neighbor had eaten the cat because he was hungry.
The Anchorage Animal Control Center was quoted as
saying, "Cruelty to animals deals with how the cat
was killed. There's no law against eating an animal."
However, the real winners came from the same
place I did, the Midwest. (I know what you're think-

•STRIKER COMPASSIONATE
Editor:
I read with interest the letter
printed in the Jan. 9 edition of the
Future titled "The Other Side". It
should have been called the "The
Other Side Of Reality." The letter
was a late entry in the BemberyStriker collection of articles.
Before I present what! saw with
my own eyes, consider some facts
that were easy to obtain and understand, even for the confused
author of"The Other Side."
1. I read in the Future that there
were witnesses, two of whom completed police reports. They were
not questioned by anyone.
2. Mr. Bemberypledguiltytoall
of the charges before the student
court.
3. At the time of the hearing, Mr.
Bembery was on probation for the
destruction ofUCF property.
4. After learning that Bembery
might be expelled or suspended,
Striker requested that the . court
not take such severe action.
5. Striker never pressed charges
against Bembery.
6. A Brevard paper reported on

ing, and there may just be a connection here.) First,
in Chicago, where a school teacher gave parents a
videotape of a girls basketball game. Except it wasn't
a girls basketball game, it was a tape showing the
teacher performing sexually explicit acts. The
teacher resigned, saying, "I didn't make the tape on
purpose. Trust me, it was something that just happened. I thought I eras~d it, but I didn't .. .! am not a
pervert. What happened was an accident."
But the best one came out of St. Louis, where
Nathan Hicks admitted to police he was angry at his
brother, whom he roomed with in an apartment, for
using too much of a new eight-roll package of toilet
paper. So he shot and killed his brother.
All of the above stories are true, and it just goes to
show that the moon has been awfully full lately.
Oh, and one more thing. Be careful how much
toilet paper you use, or else clear it with your roommate first.

Bembery's history of temper.
Bernbery was quoted as saying
that when things don't go his way,
a light goes off inside of his head
and he loses control.
These facts certainly do not give
me the impression that Striker is
someone with poor character, but
indicate that he had enough compassion to want to save Bembery's
butt.
I went up to the ice cream bar too
late on that night and was turned
away by a pleasallt Mr. Striker. I
then got to witness something left
forever in nursery school Th~ only
thing I heard was Striker say "I'm
sorry we're closed", and all heck
broke loose. Sylvester whipped ice
at Gary, shouted profanities,
threatened Gary's life, and chased
him into the kitchen.
After all this, Gary came out and
rather sharply asked Bembery to
leave. I don't think most people
would have the guts to do what
Gary did. Sylvester was totally out
of control and he was definitely the
problem.
Gary removed the problem and
made the place· safe for all of us.
Striker made the decision and

ended Sylvester's display quickly
and efficiently. Poor management.
Everyone realizes that this is
not about a glass of water, but
about flagrant disrespect. Striker
is trying to do his job and follow
rules that he did not make and
some overgrown baby who can't
seem to tell time, or find a water
fountain, embarrasses the nniversity and the football team.
Coach McDowell is the person I
am really disappointed in. In the
Brevard article he called Bembery
the lunchroom prankster. It
would have been pretty funny
prank, coach, if a piece of that ice
that ice hit someone in the eye.
If a real football coach like
Galen Hall or Paterno were in
charge, Sylvester would have
been suspended from at least on
game in a heartbeat.
I'm proud of Mr. Striker for the
courage to be a David against
Goliath- the coaches, administrators, and Bemberys at UCF who
have given the term "sleeze factor" a whole new meaning.
Name withheld by request
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ATTENTION: UCF Students
College students are one of the most diverse groups in America
today; the search for higher education is attracting people from
· numerous backgrounds and nearly every walk of life. All of us,
however, have something in common that is often overlooked in the
mad rush of school life - we need to be a ware of our own personal wellbeing. Here at UCF, the Health Resource Center supplies counseling
and information that can help you discover a whole new way of
looking at yourself and the way that you live. Check out the following
programs and do yourself a favor today!

SEXUAL
AWARENESS
Monday, Feb. 1 at 4 PM
panel discussion for

(fandS?
SLIM, TRIM AND
REALLY SUPER
STUDENTS
Wednesdays at 1 & 2 PM
Weight control for once
and for all!

STUDENT
WELLNESS
ADVOCATE TEAM
Tu~sdays

at Noon
this week: Peparing for the
Greek SK Fun Run

s.o.s. (STOP OUR
SMOKING)
Mondays at 3 PM
Let us help you to
kick the habit!

PRESENTED BY THE

UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
A.A.
Open Meetings Thursday at 1 P.M.

A.C.O.A.
Group counseling for
Adult Children
Of Alcoholics, join us
Wednesdays at 3 P.M.

STRESS BUSTERS
Invest your stress!
Mondays at 4 P.M.
by DARIN BROWN

ATTENTION GREEKS: Meet the 5K Ch~llenge on Feb. 20th! Watch this space for more info.

-1••1

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Brothers. pledges. Lil Sisters and friends of
the heart, please come out and support
our Intramural soccer team. With
everyone's support we con be champs
for 3yrs In a row.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Welcome aboard associate members!
Let's kick some - In Intramural sports this
semester. Remember It's time to bring the
trophy back home so get psyched It's
TekeWeek "88"
Dena Gamma
Welcome to our new pledges! Thls ls the
year of the Anchor have you gone by to
see our new sign? Delta Gamma Is house
boundlWe'refrlendsbychonce.slstersby
choice.

Roommate. Tltusvllle. Female MBA student to share 2br, 2 bath twnhse. Phone
Lucy 268-7002 (wk).

Roommate wanted-female. non-smoker.
serious student to share nice 2bd. 2 1/2 b
town hs wjwosher/dryer. mwave. $220/m
+ 1/2 uttl. How Bmch & 436. Connie 6476868 or T & Th 356-5877
Share 2 story House W + D prov. $300.00/
mo. for all. 880-2510/644-2426 ask for Julla
Roommate wanted to share as new 3br.
2ba. 2story home. Garage. washer. dryer.
VCR. 5 min from UCF In Alafaya Woods.
250 + 1/2 can 365-8863
Responsible roommate wanted to share 2
bedroomf2 bath townhouse In Fo>C Hunt
Lanes. Own bedroom. own bathroom for
only $180 a month plus 1/3 utillties. Call
249-0530 after 5:30 p.m. weekdays.

~!!!~~ 1a11:i1111i11~
and learn self defense? UCF Moo Duk
Kwan Club (Korean Karate) now f01Tnlng
beginning classes. MWF nlghts-MPR. Call
~ 1866/leave message.

UCF Alkldo Club
Aikldo meets 7:00 M.W.F Sat 9:00 a .m. and
Sun 1 p.m. Learn compassion and have
fun doing It while learning the most soph~
ticated self defense. Call 327-3524. 6791583. or 657-5155.
UCF Judo Club now forming begnnfng
classes M-W nights 7:00 - 8:30 MPR. 3 lnternottonal~ ranked coaches. Coll Louis 33174l5 for more Info.
ACOA MEETS WEEKLY
Group counselhg forfamly and friends of
alcoholics at no charge. 1st meeting Is
Feb3rd 3:00
Call 281-5841 for more Information.
UCF COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
All Interested students are Invited to our
first meethg of spring semester. Tues, l/26.
6 p .m .• SC214. Elections of new officers wlll
be he held more lnfo-ocll .Jenlfer275-4414
Politically lncllned? UCF College Republicans kick off 1988 In Student Center Room
211 at 5 p.m. Thursday Jon 28 open to
everyone. Get Involved In time to support
the '88 candidates!

Student Personnel Assoclatton
Meeting Thurs. 28th HPM PH229.
New members welcome. Gues1s speaker
wil be Marl< Cohen on Success In Personnel. Everyone attend. No cost

BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom. 2 bath duplex wall
to wall carpet. drapes, washer dryer.
$430/mo call 293-1908.

1985 Chevrolet Spectrum excellent condition low mileage call 658-6386.
Dresser 9-drawer. antique style. beige &
brown. $50 275-6389, Jason

1 MONTH FREE 2bdrm/l 1/2 bath upstairs
dishwasher, washe</dryer option. clean
many extras starting $390/mo + sec. Dlrectty acr0&1 from UCF Quest Apts cal
Jason 281-4712 - Roorrmotes found
Carmel Park Vilas- Spacious 2 bdrm with
garage and large screen porch- beauttfuly appointed In quiet setttng convenient to UCF on Dean Rd. Between University and Colorkll. Come see us $525
month 657-4900. Open dolly.

TYPING. Fast. specie! discount. New locotlon. Call Berny 629-0545.
TERM PAPERS - Typed. spell checked.
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.

Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

1980 Pontiac Phoenix good condition
asking 2200 call Debbie at 658-6386.
Attn. Dormltes general electric toaster
oven great condition, $10. Toastmaster
buffet range. only used once. $10. Call
Chris. 281-1462.
BRAND NEW MAC PLUS $1595
Software also avail. Tony 282-1067
2370.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Avallable;
Catalog $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.
Scholarships/Grants for college are avallable. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-1221 ext0627.

x-

Motorcycle-Honda Magna 700, quick &
beautiful, '84, 10,000mlshaft-drlve;watercool. must see. Sl .600 275-6389.
Car for sale '79 Mercury Bobcat. Runs. but
needs repair work. $400.00 more Info: Call
658-6249.

No Credit?
Get Visa or Mastercard. Post credit no
problem call 365-8672.
AA
Alcohollcs Anonymous meets weekly
Thursdays 1:00 p .m . Call 281-5841 ACOA
meets. Wednesdays 3:00 p .m.

78 Audi Fox great condition. AC. tape
player.standard trans. S1645oboJon2758818 after 5 p .m.

Fast & efficient preparation of term papers; charts; graphs etc pick-up &deDvery
If required call Donna 380-1810.
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses. manuscripts. papers. etc. Experience In math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Trall.Call 658-2067.
Hate typing? Don't know how? Don't
have time? Let me do your typing for you?
Term papers/reports $2.00 per page
prompt. accurate. professlonal service.
Elalne Rogers.
831-2211 8:30 a .m. - 4:30 p.m.
Reasonable and fast typing service call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush Jobs.
Typing-Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years e>Cperlence. Perfection
my specialty Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.

SURFBOARD. 6'6" LIGHTNING BOLT antique w/slngle wood fin. Fair-good cond.,
+ lt'sfostl $75.00.obo. Call Charlie after hrs
at 321-2477. Leave ph number. name.
and your offer. Patch kit Incl.

Avallable. beauttful 1 bd-1 bth & 2 bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Hlghlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for Information.
Nice 2 bedroom-2bath duplex close to
campus . Washer/dryer, celllng fans.
freshly painted $~/mo. Call Jeff at 8348787 or 671-7828.

ABORTION SERVICES
LocalorlVSedation. EartyPregnancyTest.
Morning-after· treatment. Confldentlal •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing ls
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letttng us do au your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professlonal service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Oler 16.700 satisfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.

FREE TUTORING for CLAST, MATH, EN GUSH,
& much more. Call Student Academic
Resource Center 281 -5130 or stop by PC 1102.
Day and Evening hours available

Recreational Factory Warehouse spring.

Sunvner empbyment. Full and part-time.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

No experience. Very flexlble tv. Unbelievable payl Call Mr. Nutt for Details. 291-

1600.
Leasing Agent needed. Weekends only,
no experience necessary, 273-7141 .

"

All types ofstudentdocuments. Some day
service avollable. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Acet.rate

WORDMASTERS2n-9&1J
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule, call f:J99.1636.

Resumes and <:XNer letters
Designed I Revised I Typed - 657-0079

Weekend work lnstollng nlgatlonsystems.
Outdoo!! Physlcal work. Pay range of S5 to
$7 per hour. 671-2756.

Can one of the 7 d'W'Orves become David
to the GOP's monetoryGollath? You helpdecldel Join College Democra1s - Call
275-4414

Professional W0<d Processing

* student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELI.ENCE

Baby-sitter non-smoker 3:00 to 6:30 p.m.
M-F m.JSt drive. Wil accept Ive In. Call
after 6 p .m. 657-2935.

BASIC LEVEL D&D CAMPAIGN Is seekhg
additional players. Both exper1enced and
lneicper1enced players are wek:ome. Cal
Dr. Deane. x5 l 52. or678-8237 forf0<further
lnfoonatlon.

KJF,
I know what I wont
Do you?
I thlri< It's time to try something newf

740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

R~SUMEs/TYPESETTING
Mobllehmforsole.19802bdrm 1 bthJU$t4
miles from UCF furnished washer dryer.
Roman tub. Beautiful. only S14.900. owner
wflflna\Ce.whypayrent?Call 1-276-5566
GOVERN~NT

HOMES from Sl (U repair).

DeUnquent tax property. RepoMesslons.
Call l-805-687-6CXX) Ext. GH-4628 for ClXrent repo list.

R

Professional Losertypesetttng. mooy
types of documents. Fast tumarOIXld.
Klnko's Coples Acr0&1 from UCF
Open 7 day$ o week 658-9518.
ABORTION SEINICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and COU"'ISeRlng.
VD screening. low cost, confldentlol services and general an0$the$1a, 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Lost In the outtleld
Dear Clark,
Coll me. The guy In the red long underwear Is begtnnhg to bore me.
Much love,

Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer. SlO. Coll 658-1163.
Top-Quality word processing: experienced. editing. reliable. 366-0.538.

Lols
Lisa,
Call me.

Wildebeost

rr
It's as simple as that.

•

For information on how to plaGe a classified ad, stop by The
Central Florida Future business office or call Mike at 275-2601
WEAIWAYS
NEED LEADERS

Explore The Exotic St. John's River

•

Pontoon Boat Rental

$50

A Day

(gas extra)

Accomodates 10
• Visit Blue Springs State Park (30 min. trip)
-

Nature Trail to Spring Boil
See manatee in their winter home (Nov. - April)
Swin in crystal clear spring water (constant 72° temp.)
Picnic area

• Dock at Hontoon Island State Park (5 min.)
- Nature tra!I & picnic area
- 80 ft. observation tower
CAPT DANA WILi.IS

305-275-2264

•

"

• See the many species of birds and wildlife
that abound along the river.

HONTbON LANDING MARINA
2317 RIVER BRIDGE ROAD• DELAND, FL 32720
28 Miles From Daytona
1-800-248-2474
734-2474
With This Ad Good Through ~eb. 28, 1988

..
•

•
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Intramural Basketball
Schedule

Part-Time Positions Available

Tues

Parcel
Service

1/2~ 1/ 28

6:30
7:30

United Parcel Service will
be accepting applications for
part-time loaders ~nd unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.

8:30
9:30
10:30
Wed

•

Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

6:30
7:30
8:30
9:30

Please sign up for an interview irl
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.

10:30
Thurs

6:30
7:30
8:30
9:30

UPS is an equal opportunity employer.

10:30

DG vs. Hoopsters
SRS vs. PKA pledges
KS vs. SAS
ATO II vs. Sig Ep II
Ravens vs. KAP
LXA I vs. A&W Boys
Soph Gents vs. G Spots
FYMS vs. Sixers
Unwed Fathers vs. Celtics
Trop Dep vs. Boozers
PKA I vs. Sig Ep I
LXA II vs. SXTB's
SX I vs. SAE I
The News vs. Magic
LXA I vs. ATO I
PKA II vs. ATO II
SG Dogs vs. CA VS
TKE II vs. SAE II
SX Ill vs. FOB's
Pd-N-Full vs. Unwed Fathers
ZTA vs. Oh Mys
PBP vs. Orange Hall
KD vs. Hoopsters
Jokers vs. Boozers
Polk Hall vs. FYMS
Trop Dep vs. Up To p
DH's vs. GWH's
Sig Ep I vs. Ravens

-

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

•

Name:
Carla D. Schulz
Cabinet Position: Judicial Advisor
Major:
Liberal Studies
Class Status:
Senior
Office Number: SC 152, 275-2191
What are the needs or concerns of the Student Body?
Within our Student Body, I see the need for prestige and credibility behind the name of our university. Although UCF is still a young
school, it's potential is unlimited. It is important to us, as students,
that it continues to build a strong reputation.
What are the responsibilities·of Y-Our position (what do you do)?
I advise students concerning their rights for disciplinary hearings, or appeal proceedures.
•

11

Student Government... Students Serving Students .
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Servies Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida.

12. The CSnfral Florida Futl.re, January 26, 1988
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
~
Camp. You'll get six weeks of
~ \ S
· challenges that can build up your "" \
leadership skills as well as your
~ \
body. You'll also get almost $700.
\ ~~
. · But hurry. This summer may be \ \
your last chance to graduate from
~,· \
colleg~ w.ith a degree and an officer's.
.\
comm1ss1on. Be all you ca~ ?e.
~ \
~ ~
· See your Professor of M1htary
Science for details.
~ %
'

"

•

~

\

·.ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS'.TRAINING CORPS .

Humaniti.es 20 .9
Phone Number: 275-2430
' ..

-

.

•
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B'BALL
FROM PAGE 16

Panthers a lead they hadn't
had since the 12 minute mark
of the first half.
The Knights, who now lead
the series between the two
clubs, 5-0, had apparently
seen enough and, keyed by
guard Marty Collier's two 3point plays within 1 :30, went
on a 14-3 run to regain the
lead, 58-4 7.
Again, however, FIU forged
a tie when Damon Armstrong
sank two free throws with 8:50
remaining.
Then the game belonged to
UCFs Bob Blackwood.
Blackwood hit a pair of free
throws to give UCF a 70-68
advantage, and dished out
three consecutive fastbreak
assists for an eight point, 7668, advantage from which FIU.
Ngan "Sonnv• Nguyen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
never recovered.
Bob Blackwood has played consistently all year.

Ngan "Sonny• Nguyen/CENTRAL FLOODA FUTURE

Bryant Woodford looks for the open hole Saturday night.

~----------------,
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«~SUNGLASSES

20/20 Eyecore Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examlnattons on the premesis or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT 1.0.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solid color tint
Choose from selected frames - No 9.Jbstitutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

L--~~~~~-~~~~2~~~---~

Need insurance for your
home,
car, life, boat or RV?
,.,.,,.--· ......
/

I

~

:cie.

V&: ~e.

\'- tol\~a.e
\ G0~~ov\e.--

Call us!
We have the right coverage
for all your needs.

~.

,. .

Jean Huber
Jaque Bailey
89~afaya WoodsBivd. AllSfale~
Oviedo, FL 32765
AlJ1tateln1uranc:oCompany
All1late Life Insurance Company
(305} 366-1189

ID4t Jluunr l'uriety uf

t~\ l(appa

l/l41

Northbrook,IlJinoi1

Apply NolV for up to a $7,000
Graduate Fellol'Vship .
UCF seniors may now apply for the Phi Kappa Phi
graduate fellowship. The winner receives $1,000
from the UCF chapter and is placed into competition
for anoth~r $6,000 award from national.
All academic disciplines are eligible. You n1ust be a
senior and plan to enter graduate school within 12
months after earning your BA degree.

Prelimimary appiications due
February 1st
Applications available in AD 282 from
Louise Frederici.
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SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16

draws about 30 to 50 percent of
the opposing team's fouls."
Rough house strategies are
. not guaranteed to stop Akers,
a three time All-American and
original member of the U.S.
National Team.
"I just have to keep my cool
and concentrate on my own - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
game or else tlieir tactics will
work," said Akers. "I have to exceptional athlete.
point average last semester
remind myself that there is a
"I don't think she has any while in the heat of the soccer
referee who will call the fouls real weakness. She is the one season. To add a little spice to
and it will eventually work to player you can say that about." her life, Akers just joined the
our advantage."
However, Akers disagrees crew team.
Akers came to UCF from with Rudy as she feels she
"It is just time manageWashington, where she was a needs to work on her defense. ment," said Akers. "My day
three-time high school All- Akers also felt that receiving starts at 5:30 with crew pracAmerican and led her under- and distributing the ball were tice and then it is off to class,
19 club team to a state title. her best assets. The fact that soccer practice and then studyThe fact that she ended up at she does want to work on her ing."
UCF left Akers surprised and weaknesses or sharpen her
After completing her senior
Rudy elated.
strengths is what Rudy likes
season
next year, Akers is
"I never thought I would end best.
planning
to continue playing
up here," said Akers. "But
"Her best attribute is her
soccer
and
eventually coach.
when I visited the campus I dedication to training," said
"I am looking to play profesloved the atmosphere, coach- Rudy. "She buries the myth
ing team togetherness and that in college you can't play a sionally overseas," said Akers.
weather."
sport, get good grades and "I also want to play on the
"I feel fortunate that Mich- have a social life. But she does national team as long as I can
and play in the Olympics when
elle came to UCF because she it all."
was recruited by a lot of major
Akers, a liberal studies women's soccer becomes an
colleges," said Rudy." She is an major, carried a 2.9 grade Olympic event."

OPEN EARLY
.OPEN LATE
Kinko's business day starts early and ends
late, so we're here when you need us most!

Great copies. Great people.
12223 Unlveralty Blvd.
127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.
(corner University & A!afaya Trall)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

12255 U N I V E R S I T Y
ACROSS FROM
277-1454
THROW MOMMA FROM THE TRAIN· ~l

WANNSEE CONFERENCE· NR

at

at2: 15-4:15-6: 15-8: 15-10: 15

FROM PAGE 16
run to the Final Four. She allowed 14 goals this year.
She has played on the West
squad in the last two Olympic
Festivals and joined the U.S.
National Team last summer.

Her club team in Washington
has finished second in the
nation for the last four years.
Over Christmas break, Allmann represented the United
States for the first time in an
international tournament in
Taiwan.
"There is no better feeling
for a soccer player than repre-

senting your country," said
Allmann. "I never thought I
would get the opportunity.
"I just play for fun but
maybe that is how I have gotten this far. I am very fortunate because I have met so
many people and been to many
places through soccer."

SUPERBOWL
JANUARY31
PRIZES!

INTHE

2:20-4:20-6:2(}.8:20-10:20

THREE MEN ANO A. IA8Y • p(;ll

at

ALLMANN

628-5255

6~8-9518

2:1CM:l0-6:10-8:1 0

MlSSINCiO IN ACTION Ill • R

at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05

COUCH TRIP· R

WA.LLSTREET • II

at 200-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00

at

COMING FEB. 5

GIR CERTFICA TES

BROADCAST NEWS - R

available

2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
at theatre

ALL SEATS TODAY $1.00
All SEATS $2.75 before 5:30 P.M. Sr. Citizens and Children
(11 and under) $2.75 at all times Students with l.D. $3.75

WILD PIZZA
OPEN 6:00 P.M.
GIVEAWAYS!

$6.00 INCLUDES:

ENTRANCE TO ACTIVITIES CENTER
ALL YOU CAN EAT NACHO BAR
ALL YOU CAN EAT HOT DOG BAR
PIZZA AT HALF-TIME
ALL THE SODA YOU CAN DRINK

PLUS!! (FOR THOSE OF LEGAL DRINKING AGE)

•

7

$4.00 FOR A BOTTOMLESS PILSNER GLASS
PAC is funded through the Activities and Services F -••

as a11ocat.ed b;°theStudent GoVernm~t of the University of Central Florida.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS Will BE SOLD!
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ~~~N ..
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Indiana stock helping Knights win
·when Hoosier-born ·M arty Collier shines, Knights come out victorious
by Paul Owers
A~.

•

SPORTS EDffOR

Marty Collier chuckled at the suggestion.
A second-team all-state selection in the
hoops haven oflndiana who now is beginning to
solidify the backcourt of the Knights, Collier,
some think, could be a dead ringer for a certain
Indiana sharpshooter now in the NBA
"Hey Marty, would you compare yourself
with Steve Alford?"
"Nah, well I guess maybe a little," he said, his
modesty quickly turning to embarrassment. "I
obviously didn't spend as much time as he did
practicing."
Just call it a microcosm of the total Marty
Collier package.
Quiet and reserved, he goes about his business the way a flea takes to fur.
"When rm on the court, I don't worry about
anything," the Bloomington South High product said. "I'm in my own phase."
He speaks about his biggest transition to
college basketball - switching from forward to
shooting guard - like any other task. No big
deal, he is saying, let's just win.
In high school, he did plenty of winning,
leading his team into the regional championship his senior year. Ne finished as the all-time
leading scorer for the school and the county. He
played with a 6-10 sophomore center who
probably will attend Indiana University when
the time comes.
"In my four years of high school, we lost
maybe 10 games," Collier said.
But that's now changing as he adjusts to life
with a struggling Division I program. The
losses haven't come, though, because of his
freshman inexperience.
In a season-opening exhibition game against
Ottawa, Collier led all Knight scorers with 23
points. In a two-game stretch last week, Collier

"When I'm.on the court, I don't
worry about anything. I'm in
my own phase."
-Marty Collier
UCF basketball player
made all six shots he attempted. Not coincidentally, UCF won both games.
It was that type of consistency that led UCF
coach Phil Carter to Collier. He followed Collier
as a senior, liked what he saw, and offered him
a scholarship. Now a part-time starter, Collier
has proven to be the team's. top freshman recruit.
"Coach stuck with me throughout my whole
senior year," Collier said. "He was more interested than anyone else."
"What's most impressive about Marty is his
poise and composure," Carter said. "He came in
expecting to work his way into the program and
was thrust into the starting lineup. That takes
an exceptional amount of maturity."
Next season is expected to be the Knights'
best recruiting year ever. Add Collier's piece to
the puzzle, and suddenly things start to look
interesting.
"This season I feel that we can finish .500 and
have an alright year," Collier said. "Then next
year we can look forward to new guys coming in.
"The program is growing and maybe down
the road we can get an NIT bid."
Carter isn't saying how much Collier is capable of obtaining in a Knight uniform, but he
did scratch the surface.
"He's a vital factor in our plans day in and
day out. And I don't think it's fair to go beY.ond
that."
But you can bet that he's tempted.

Morty Collier finished his high school career as the all-time
leading scorer for the county.

THE20THSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
January 21, 1988

10th Session

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
(Number. ntle, Description, Introducer. Commtttee Assignment)
BILLS

None
RESOLUTIONS
20-10 Regarding the creation of on official Logo for the Twentieth
Anniverstty of Student Government (Joseph, remains In SPR)

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS

20-09 Funding fo r Crumbocher Concert: This bill allocates $700.00 to
help defroy the costs of a concert (reconsidered, passed 16-Y. ·10-N)
20-73 Revising Statutes 901.1: This bill restructures the process to issue
a Notification of Non-Compliance (Bowen, passed 21-Y. 2-N)
20- 76 Senate Meeting Tlme: This bill changes the Senate meeting time
to Thursdays@ 3:30 p.m. (Schmidt. reconsidered, foiled 9-Y, 14-N, 2-AB)
RESOLUTIONS

None
C&OFUNDING
Did you know that your club or organlzat1on may be ellglble for $250.00 In Office Supplles
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover reglstrat1on fees.
Either way, stop by the Student Government Offices, SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organlzat1on Funds. or Travel Funds. Request Form.

are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

t&o
LJR
SP
EA

Organlzattons, Approprlattons and Finance: This committee revle\tt/S all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
Mondays@ 5:00 pm. In the Senate Work Room
Cluqs and Organizations: This committee decides whethe! a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Mondays @5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work RoorT)
Legislative Judlclal and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. staMes or Rules and
Procedures.
-·
Thursdays@ 5:00 p.m.ln the Student Work Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with student Government
Services. as well as Local. state, and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Thursdays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
. Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommenThursdays@ 4:00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room
dations for changes tot he Election statutes.

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

•

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslatlon,
please contact JJ Mandato or
Dash Wendrzyk at x2191 or In SC
151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Leglslatlon before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
OAF

•

Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuessdays @4:00 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

•• leglslatlon In Committee Is Introduced bot' Senators, ard Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

•

SENATE MEETINGS

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N- No

Paid Advertisement

ARTS & SCIENCES
John Porter
Kim DeVogel
Jim Worrall
Bob Truett
Dave Martinson
Diana Matty

P NAB Y P
p y y y p

Thomas Joseph

PYABYP

Scott Jenkins
Scott Bowen
Luis Rodriguez
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Jeff Raines
Mark Hams
Steve Bogolea
MattKallcak
Kirn Mentink
OPEN SEAT
Chris Touttklan
OPEN SEAT
Sean Greene
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Kristen Luglnbuhl
OPEN SEAT
Diane Kearney
OPEN SEAT

PNNYP

p y Ny p

Ly y y p

LYN - A
P NYNP

p N y y p
p y - - A
A - - - A
A -

- - A

p y Ny p

A - - - A
p y N y p
p y Ny p
p N

y y p

A -

- - A

p N y y p

LYN - A

P NNYP

ENGINEERING

Bryan Martinez
Mike Sutton
Peter Partiow
Keny Cicora
Keith White
Jim Robinson
Jon Pohlers
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro
Sylvia Kelley
LIBERAL STUDIES
OPEN SEAT
.
Brad Griffith
AT-LARGE
Dash Wendrzyk
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romar
A-Absent

A - - - A

A - A
p y y y p
p N y y p
.P N N Y P
p y y y p

P YNNP
p - - - A
p y N y p

p y Ny p
p y Ny p

P NNYP

P-Present

L-late

E-Excused

Sportsnt~li1t11111\111•1•fa\,1r&•••11111ar••AM•-

The First Ladies of UCF Soccer
Akers named U.S.
player of the year
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFs Michelle Akers was
named the collegiate women's
soccer Player of the Year by
Soccer America , the leading
soccer magazine in the country.
"It feels great and I am very
happy to have won it ," said
Akers, a junior. "I ~ a little
confused on being named
Player of the Year, but only
making second team AllAmerican."
Head Coach Jim Rudy said
that the All-American placement is based on regional voting. UCF faces a problem because it plays most.ofits gam13s
against opponents out of its
region. Since not all the teams
within the region see UCF
play, it becomes a drawback
when it comes to voting. Regardless, Rudy feels Akers is
·certainly deserving of the

award.
"Michelle Akers is the best
player I have seen," said Rudy.
"She could represent any country in the world in world competition and be their dominant
player."
Akers will receive an award
later, which is sponsored by
Adidas and Soccer America.
The magazine's Jan. 21 centerfold is a photo essay of Akers in
action. A feature story on Aker s is on the preceding page.
Akers has spent a lot of time
claiming awards since leading
UCF to a Final Four berth and
a 13-5 record last fall. She was
named Most Valuable Offensive Player in the Final Four
and was MVP for Florida's Allstate team. Last month, Akers
traveled with the U.S. National Team to Tai wan for an
international tournament and
was named to the All-Tournament team.
Akers' soccer career did not
get off to a glory-bound start,

f.

Joe W•lrufeln/CENTRAL FlORIDA fVTUl(E

Michelle Akers odds Player of the Year to her list of honors.

however. She started playing
in the second grade when her
mother saw she was athletically inclined.
"I hated it for the first two
weeks," said Akers. "I cried
before every practice."
Now Akers has many oppos-

ing coaches crying. With one
year of eligibility remaining,
Akers already holds UCF career records for goals (41),
assists (2_6 ) and points (108).
She scored 13 goals and 10
assists this season for the Lady
Knights, despite being keyed

on by opposing defenses.
"To stop her, you have to
double up on her and slow her
down by running her off
course," said Rudy. "And you
have to cheat or play dirty. She
SEE SOCCER PAGE 14

Allmarln knighted as nation's
prel1"ium senior goalkeeper
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Joe Welrlltein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF goalie Amy Allmonn readies herself while teammate
Donielle Thomas helps out.

by Paul Owers
·Assr. SPORTS EDITOR

This time UCF men's basketball coach Phil Carter
didn't have any explaining to do.
To the naked eye, there were no fatal flaws, no
statistical slip-ups. Not even a controversy could
creep its way into the lineup.
Hey look, a ,victory.
Handcuffed to a miserable 1-10 start, UCF (5-11)
has won·four of its last six games, including a 93-82
decisio~ over Florida International University (4-12)
Saturday night before 600 fans at the UCF gymnasium.
"There are a great deal of parallels between the
two clubs," Carter said, referring to the teams' iden-

If it weren't for a coach's error, the best
goalkeeper in the country might have been just
another player.
UCF goalie Amy Allmann was named the
Senior ~alkeeper of the Year by the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America. Allmann
and midfielder Jean Varas were also named to
ISAA's senior All-American south squad. But it
was a misled coach that made Allmann a goalie.
Allmann, from Washington, began playing
soccer at age 9 as a field player. Six years later,
her club team was playing in the state finals
when the goalie left the game with an injury.
Although she had never played goalie before,
Allmann took her place.
"Nobody else wanted to so I volunteered,"
said Allmann, whose team lost 2-1.
However, later that nigh t another coach
asked Allmann to try out for the state select
team.
"I thought the coach wanted me to try out for
a field position, but when I showed up he told me
to get the goalie gear on," said Allmann. "To this

tical 4-11 records coming into the game and their
status as growing NCAA Division I programs. "I was
sure we were in for a good game, and that it was."
FIU, whose most notable loss this season was a 7852 decision against Georgetown last month, kept .t he
game close for 35 minutes, but succumbed to the free
throw line superiority of the Knights. While UCF
shot nearly 80 percent. The Golden Panthers barely
eclipsed 50.
. . The teams traded baskets early on, but a Ben
Morton layup with 14:04 left in the first half gave the
Knights a 1~-12 lead. UCF then went on a 12-2 spurt
to increase its lead to 21-14 midway through the first
half.
But in what seems like a growing concern for
Carter and the Knights, UCF lost its lea~, allowing
the Golden Panthers a 14-4 run with just over two

day I don't think he knows that I was a field
player."
.
Since then Allmann's playing days as a field
player have been over. As a high school junior,
she sported an average of .33 goals allowed per
game. When she came to UCF, however, Allman n had to wait until her junior year to get her
chance, when standout Kim Wyant graduated.
Although it was hard to wait on the bench,
Allmann felt it was beneficial.
"I think it helped me a lot," said Allmann. "It
was hard but I learned a lot those first two years
and I was better prepared when my chance
came."
"The first two years were a good apprenticeship for Allmann as she was allowed to progress
without major pressure," said UCF soccer coach
Jim Rudy. "She received a needed foundation in
developing her technical abilities.
"But their are some negative aspects of n ot
playing."
A.$ a college junior, Allmann allowed 10 goals
in 19 match es and registered 13 shutouts. Allmann h ad 10 shutouts this year including a
string of seven straight during UCF's stretch
SEE ALLMAN PAGE 14
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SEE B'BALL PAGE 13
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